
Today we want to share with you the fundamentals of applying to university and 
college. We are going to cover what you would ‘normally’ be doing to prepare 
yourself for a university/college application in the rest of S5 into S6 while at the 
same time acknowledging that this has not been a normal year for you. 

You have already coped with over a year of studying both in socially distanced 
classes in school and remotely. You have had exams cancelled and holistic 
assessments put off . You have had to deal with online learning and not seeing your 
friends and extended families. On top of that you are now having to think about your 
plans for next year which might include applying to college and university. 

However, we want to let you know that LEAPS and our partners have been hugely 
impressed with your efforts this year. Although you may not realise it, you have 
gained skills in all sorts of new areas including independent learning skills, 
adaptability, working remotely, coping with new technology, and resilience. We want 
to reassure you that although things will be different going forward... 
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DO NOT WORRY – There are many people out there who are here to support 
you : your families and friends, teachers, careers advisers and university and 
college staff plus all the team at LEAPS. Hang on in there…

We want to give you all Brownie points!
We mean this – by choosing to listen to this today means you are steps ahead 
already. You are thinking about your futures and making some plans. And we think 
you deserve some brownie points for that. (Sorry we can’t offer you the real thing 
right now…)
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So, today we want to look at the above factors in helping you get ready for applying 
to university or college. 

We are going to look at online resources and support LEAPS can give you; we are 
going to look at the basics when thinking about making applications; we are going to 
go over what to think about when choosing a course –t he key questions you should 
be asking yourselves ; we are also going to take a quick look at entry qualifications 
and routes into Higher Education and how to make the most of your subject and 
career exploration and investigation . 

We are also showing another presentation which covers more about how to 
strengthen your application so please feel free to log on to that too if you feel that 
would be helpful.
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So for those of you who haven’t see this before - this is our S5 Hub – an online space 
for S5 students. You will find the links on our website 
https://www.leapsonline.org/schoolstudents/s5-hub. I will show you a slide with all 
or our contact details at the end of this presentation.

You will see from this slide that we have blog posts on all sorts of information and 
resources for students thinking about applying to university and college. We are going 
to refer to this during the session as much of what we are covering today is covered 
in more detail on the blog – including LOTS of links to other opportunities and 
sources of information and support. You can see that we cover topics which are 
directly relevant to you including looking at the importance of open days, how to 
read a prospectus and make sense of all the entry requirements admissions teams 
ask for, and looking after your mental health and wellbeing to name a few. 
We recommend it! 
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So, when you come back to school in S6 your schools will be encouraging  you to 
start completing your applications for university through UCAS which is why we want 
to talk about the process today as this is just a few months away. We want you to be 
prepared and ready to make strong applications. 

Many of you will know some of this already, but just to point out some key points :
- You have 5 choices on your UCAS form (note that this is different for Medicine/Vet 
Medicine – 4 plus a back up)
- There are thousands of courses to choose from – and remember you are not limited 
to what you have studied in school – think beyond that.
- For most of you, the deadline is mid January ( although this year because of Covid 
UCAS delayed the date to the end of January)  but school deadline swill be MUCH 
earlier and probably before Christmas.
- You apply to colleges directly, meaning you can apply to as many as you like. Many 
people apply to both university and college at similar times as it  a good idea to have 
a back-up plan.
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Some of you listening today may well have already chosen the course or courses you 
want to study. Well done if that is the case . For the rest of you – you will be in the 
process of thinking about this. It can be a tricky decision to make and it is really key to 
get this right now so that you can enjoy your college or university experiences. So 
what to think about when making this big decision? LEAPS have come up with some 
key points you might want to consider. This is not an exhaustive list – you might have 
other things that are key to you.

Something known, something new – is this a course you have some knowledge of 
e.g. did you study it at school, or is it something brand new? If so, have you 
researched it really thoroughly ? You might want to have a look at our LEAPS blog post 
to find out more about this which I will refer to later on in this presentation. 

Support – What support is on offer ? This is particularly important if you have needs 
e.g. if you have disabilities, learning support, if you are care experienced, estranged –
what can colleges or universities offer you? Is there any financial support available to 
help ? Are there bursaries?

Learning, teaching and assessment – how do they teach the course? How large are 
the classes? Is it innovative? How do they assess – are there  exams or is it continually 
assessed ? What would suit you better. Play to your strengths.

Articulation – If you are thinking of applying to do an HN at college , can you use this 
HNC/D to access year 2 or 3 of a degree ? 
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Once you have chosen a course and are ready to apply , bear in mind that admissions 
teams at both university and college want to know that you have researched the 
course you are applying to really thoroughly. Many courses are linked to careers of 
course such as the health professions or law and engineering. Normally we would be 
recommending to many of you to try to gain relevant work experience in these 
career areas but we do appreciate that it has been hard to do that this past year. 
Despite this,  we want to reassure you that there are plenty of things you can still be 
doing to support your application. 

To help you with how to complete career and course exploration during these strange 
times, our colleague Jenny created this S5 Hub blog post which you will find on our 
website.  It has information and resources on how to do this online during COVID-19 
and it links to a really good reflective sheet you can use to jot down what you have 
learnt while doing so. This could include participating in an online learning 
opportunity or conducting your own research on your chosen subject. Believe us, this 
will really help you write your personal statement later (and you won’t forget things!) 
Please also share with us anything you have read about or participated in which you 
think would help others. We will add it in! 
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Career/Subject Exploration
Remember – whatever you find out, this is time well spent.

Some of your experiences, interests and career exploration can help you to:
- Confirm it is for you, and the course you have been researching is  definitely

something you want to study
- OR you might hate it, so you know it’s not for you after all
- OR it could point you in a different direction from your original idea
- OR you might not think much at all about it really…(and maybe that is telling you

something?)

All these things are okay! It’s more important that you explore your ideas thoroughly 
even if this means you change directions now. It is easier to change direction in your 
research stage than half way through a course!
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Let’s have a brief look at the SCQF framework. Some of you may recognise this 
picture from Laura’s earlier presentation this year.

Each number on the right corresponds with the number on the SCQF framework 
which roughly corresponds to a year of study. The important points to note are that 
you can progress in a straightforward level studying for a Degree or you can access 
an alternative route. So, you can use an HNC/D at college to access university (and 
these are good qualifications in their own right!)  And you could find that you attain a 
degree by studying 2 years at college followed by 2 years at university . This 
alternative route works for many students who are not quite ready to jump into 
university straight from school. The route is different but the destination is the same! 

I hope this has been helpful today in going over some fundamentals of applying to 
University and college. 
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You can contact LEAPS through either phoning us, or emailing us. We are always 
pleased to talk to school pupils and your parents or carers. You can also check out our 
website and follow us on Twitter and Instagram.

Good luck with the rest of S5!
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